Cloud Adoption
Framework QuickStart
6 Day QuickStart
Summary
Day 1: Strategy
• Introduction and overview
of the Cloud Adoption
Framework
• Identification of business
motivations and outcomes
• Understanding and
validation of business
justifications
• Identification of the first
migration project

Guarantee your
cloud migration & adoption
Ensure the success of your platform & application
modernisation journey by designing your cloud
architecture correctly, from the beginning.

Day 2 : Plan
Develop a cloud adoption,
migration, skills development
and readiness plan

Day 3 : Govern
Policy definitions for:
• Cost Management
• Security
• Identity
• Resource Consistency
• Deployment

Day 4 & 5 :
Documentation
Creation of a landing zone,
governance blueprint and
suggested recommendations

Day 6 : Summary
• Review findings and best
practices with stakeholder
• Transition knowledge to
staff members
• Deliver future state Cloud
architecture roadmap
CAF QuickStart includes:
• Post QuickStart virtual
mentoring
• Infrastructure
assessment
• Skills transfer
Contact us
57 Sloane Street,
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+27 11 463 7844
caf@tangentsolutions.co.za

The Cloud provides unprecedented levels of technology scalability,
resiliency, reliability and availability to companies. With the cloud,
organisations excel at delivering unparalleled levels of service to not
only their employees but also to their customers.
It is imperative for companies to develop a concise cloud adoption and
migration strategy. According to the Unisys Cloud Success Barometer:
“Companies that made cloud core to their business, by integrating an
adoption plan into their broader business transformation strategy at the
outset, were more than twice as likely to see great or moderate
improvements compared to those for which cloud was a minor part of
their business strategy."

Key initiatives
Features & benefits
• Phase 1 - Define Strategy: Documenting
the cloud strategy will help business
stakeholders and technicians understand
the benefits the organization is pursuing
by adopting the cloud.
• Phase 2 - Plan: Cloud adoption plans
convert the aspirational goals of the cloud
adoption strategy into action. It will help
guide technical efforts, in alignment with
the business strategy
• Phase 3 - Ready: Ready establishes a
cloud foundation or Adoption Target that
can provide hosting for any adoption
efforts. This should consist of common
denominators across 80–90% of cloud
adoption.
• Phase 4: Govern: Policy definition ensures
consistency across adoption efforts.
Alignment to governance/compliance
requirements is key to maintain a wellmanaged cross-cloud environment.

